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CHEAT SHEET 

James Fowler, Stages of Faith: The Psychology of Human Development and the Quest for Meaning, 1981. 

Last week’s “cheat sheet,” and both full presentations are online here:  
• www.davidrweiss.com/2021/09/29/faith-as-meaning-making  

 
Faith is (1) universal (2) meaning-making (3) activity involving our (4) whole person.  

In a sense, faith conducts the symphony that seeks to turn the notes played by all the instruments, the various 
capacities of our life, into music. Like a pair of contact lenses, faith seamlessly brings our world into focus. 

Building on the work of developmental theorists, Fowler found that our meaning-making capacities 
“collaborate” in SIX more or less consistent patterns—stages—that unfold across a person’s lifetime. 

Five other points from last week:  
1. Each Faith Stage is “best” for the right age/era in life; like different sizes of clothing. 
2. The highest faith stages (5/6) are “best” at sensing (still imperfectly) Ultimate Reality. 
3. Stages 0-3 are reliably linked to cognitive, emotional, social, moral capacities; Stage 4 and beyond 

unfolds via life experience. 
4. Religious beliefs can span stages, but are “held” differently/refined in each stage; filtered out. 
5. Different denominations (even congregations) are most hospitable to different faith stages.  

Two new points: 
6. Fowler’s stages are based on objective measures of development (not right or left biases), BUT 

many studies confirm: left-of-center thinking tends to reflect higher socio-cognitive development.   
7. We tend to self-assess one stage higher than we actually are. Most of us have a primary Faith 

Stage, as well as a “fall back” one (-1) we rely on under stress, and an “anticipatory” (+1) one that 
we try out under ideal conditions but don’t live in day-to-day 

THE STAGES: GIFTS & PERILS 
 
Stage-Pattern “0” – Primal Faith (birth - ages 2/3).  A “pre-stage” because pre-language, but we 

make meaning from the moment we’re born; bound up with whether our basic needs are well-
met. This is transcendence for babies; and it earns our trust … or doesn’t. 
• Adults instinctively sense Ultimate Reality as Indifferent, Capricious, Vengeful, Judgmental, or 

Gracious (HR Niebuhr); those seeds are sown here! 
• Trauma in these years can unsettle a lifetime. But healing is possible, even if difficult. 

 
The Pre-Conventional Era: “pre-conventional” because we make meaning without much reference at 

all to the conventions/expectations of groups around us. (Kids dress.) 
Stage 1 – First Faith (ages 3 - 7/8).  We can “believe” anything; meaning-making is often “magical.” 

Stories, symbols, rituals almost unlimited power: esp. re: who is included/excluded: bias is born here. 
“Quality” of our faith hinges on parents, caregivers, teachers. Our faith, like our food, is mostly 
made for us in these years. 

Stage 2 – Childhood-Storied Faith (ages 6/7 - 11/12). Storylines/narrative; the story of our “tribe”: 
first group belonging. Cause-effect; we learn reciprocity; tyrannical re: rules. God looks a lot like 
our parents; might be good or not so good.  



Stage 2 – Childhood-Storied Faith (continued):  
• Key gift is imagination as nurtured by story, symbol, ritual (church/family) … and life. 
• The richness of our “library” is crucial—esp. content that feeds wonder and builds trust. 
• Peril: stories, (lives!) that shame or exclude—or give too much place to chaos or terror. 
• “Arresting” at reciprocity. Cause-and-effect absent grace-and-forgiveness. Fast forward. L 

 

The Conventional Era: Here we make meaning via the conventions (values) of the groups that matter 
most to us. Family, then peers; then the groups we choose to affiliate with.  

Stage 3 – Adolescent-Conforming-Belonging Faith (ages 11/12 - 18/20). Interpersonal relationships 
(parents to teachers to peers) so important we make meaning through them without realizing it. 
Aligning ourselves w/others here is more emotionally instinctive than reflectively chosen.  

Stage-Pattern 3½ – Apprenticed-Young Adult Faith (usually @ 17/18-25 … 30-40). Not Fowler’s 
(hence, 3½). Colleague Sharon Daloz Parks found this pattern of meaning-making where we 
tentatively explore possible meaning-making frames often via a mentor. Still testing everything.  

Stage 4 – Owned Adult Faith (ages 22 - 30+ … if at all). Faith is very examined, consciously chosen, 
strongly held. Tend to “resolve” messy issues quickly/confidently, erasing complexity. Peak selfhood.  
• Gift: two-step process into selfhood. At Stage 3 we practice becoming a self (through a group). 

At Stage 4 we actually define a self and choose groups based on that self. 
• Stage 3 peril: a group that over determines the range of self we can practice—or threatens it. 
• College incubates Stage 3½ & 4, but lots of Stage 3 impulses here, too. 
• Stage 4 turns critical thinking toward self & society as we choose who we wish to be. 
• Peril: everything is either/or; over-settled; giddy confidence at the edge of arrogance. 

Stage 4 (or even 3) is OFTEN where meaning-making tops out. No guarantee we reach maximum faith development. 
 
The Post-Conventional Era:  Make meaning with awareness of society’s conventions (expectations and 

norms) but no longer bound by them. Instead, universal principles and values.  
Stage 5 – Seasoned Faith (usually @ ages 35+ … if at all). “Skin horse REAL.” Wisdom & maturity; 

we can tolerate lots of shades of gray. Deep openness to others; humility; felt interdependence.  
Stage 6 – Sainted Faith (usually @ ages 40+ … if at all). Meaning-making w/nothing held back; self 

merges w/all being (God, Universe); deep solidarity; yearns for liberation. Saints & martyrs.   
• Not mere relativism; tolerance for diversity because of deep vibrant roots. 
• Stage 4’s “precise” ideas replaced by symbols, poetry, story, art—as more “fluid/flexible.” 
• Deep openness can birth radical solidarity, empathy, prophetic insight.  
• Peril: lack of certainty can lead to inaction, cynicism—esp. on your own. Being Stage 5 among 

only Stage 3/4 folks can be very lonely. Finding companionship of wise peers is crucial. 
• Stage 5/6 has blurrier boundaries than earlier stages; more a measure of intensity. 
• Stage 5/6 is most fluent across other stages; ideally pastors leave seminary at Stage 4 and 

move into Stage 5. Not always, but anything less than Stage 4 is precarious for pastoring. 
 

IMPORTANT: even though Stage 5/6 is normative (offers the clearest-though-still-finite version of 
Ultimate Reality), it isn’t a “requirement” for salvation or holiness or just plain adulthood. Each faith 
stage has good gifts, and adults can live fruitful and faithful lives at any of Stages 3, 3½, or 4, as well as at Stage 5/6.  

Fowler’s theory can offer insight into the dynamics at play in how our own personal and communal 
stories unfold, both outwardly and inwardly—with or without religion. We all seek to fashion meaning, 
and when we understand faith in this way, it helps us better understand religious traditions, family systems, societies, 
and—not least—ourselves. 

* * * 



THE STAGES … and YOU 
Note: the questions I pose aim to be evocative, not diagnostic. To help you sense how these faith patterns may have found 
expression in your life—but not to grade you as “successful” or “failing” at faithing! 

Stage-Pattern “0” – Primal Faith (birth - ages 2/3).   
In your own life, the question to ponder, as honestly as you can, is 

this. As an infant, did you receive care-giving that helped you learn to 
trust? To the extent you did, you entered Stage 1 ready to grow. To the 
extent you didn’t, you entered Stage 1 needing to heal. I say, “to the 
extent,” because none of us had perfect parents or caregivers. And, 
insofar as you can be honest about the emotional maturity and the socio-
economic stability of those who first cared for you (and that will range 
around this room) that honesty will enable you to make a best guess as to 
what your experience of Primal Faith was like. 

In either case, as you learned to form sentences and name the world 
you entered Stage 1. 

Stage 1 – First Faith (ages 3 - 7/8) / Stage 2 – Childhood-Storied Faith (ages 6/7 - 11/12). 
You might ask yourself, about these two stages: What do you recall 

about the breadth and tone of the stories, symbols, rituals (religious or 
familial) that surrounded you in these years? What about the conditions 
of your life? 

If, as Stages 5 & 6 suggest, ultimately all life is interconnected and 
Ultimate Reality is gracious (even when life itself is not), were you invited 
to exercise your imagination in ways that anticipated this? It’s possible in 
each of Stages 2-4 to get “locked into” the logic of that stage OR to 
move through that stage in ways that open up to full depth. From the 
Bible story (and other) children’s books we use with our children to 
Godly Play materials at church, it’s absolutely possible to foster wonder, 
curiosity, and an expansive image of God in children—and it’s just as 
possible to settle for less. L 

Even if you didn’t navigate these stages in an ideal way, you can 
absolutely make up for that later on. However, as with Primal Faith, that 
healing and recovery requires intention and companionship. 

Stage 3 – Adolescent-Conforming-Belonging Faith (ages 11/12 - 18/20) 
Stage-Pattern 3½ – Apprenticed-Young Adult Faith (usually @ 17/18-25 … 30-40) 

Stage 4 – Owned Adult Faith (ages 22 - 30+ … if at all) 
It’s worth asking yourself these questions, about these two (or three) 

stages: What do you recall about your sense of place in your place as you 
headed into adolescence? What do you recall about the dynamics 
between you and your peer group? After high school, what did you do—
and who were your peers? These three questions will help you identify 
the (changing) peer groups that shaped you in Stage 3 & 3½. More 
specific questions might be about things like—were there value clashes 
between you and a peer group that were threatening? (E.g., did you come 
out as LGBTQ in a family, friend-circle, or faith community that judged 
you for that?) 



Did you have a mentor? Did you experience a sharp dislocation 
between “inherited” values and chosen values? Do you recall a period of 
intensely questioning everything? Do you recall identifying closely with 
an adult (long-standing) group that had clearly defined values? All of 
these are hallmarks of Stage 3½ or 4. 

Again, since Stages 5 & 6 suggest that ultimately all life is 
interconnected and Ultimate Reality is gracious (even when life itself is 
not), were/are you able to make meaning in ways that anticipate this? It’s 
VERY possible in Stages 3 and 4 to get “locked into” meaning-making 
that makes it harder to reach post-conventional faith. But even if you 
didn’t/don’t navigate these stages in an ideal way, there are still ways to 
move forward. New (and different) experiences, adult heartbreak (job 
loss, divorce, death, etc.) and the wise companionship of folks a bit 
further down the road (mentors of another sort) can open doors to go 
further yourself. 

Stage 5 – Seasoned Faith (usually @ ages 35+ … if at all) 
Stage 6 – Sainted Faith (usually @ ages 40+ … if at all) 

It’s harder to pose self-assessment questions about Stage 5/6 faith. Most of 
us don’t venture here except as “exploratory excursions” made from Stage 
4—maybe as we watch an inspiring documentary or wrestle with a pressing 
crisis. If you do move through life with a post-conventional lens, odds are you 
(quietly) know it, and don’t need my questions to evoke it.  

 
 
 
 
 
General Reflection Questions 

• What aspects of Fowler’s view of faith—as universal, meaning-making, activity, of whole 
persons—resonate with or challenge you? 

• What do you find intriguing or unsettling about his decision to “unhitch” faith from Christianity? 

• What might be some theological implications of his theory? What might it suggest about God? 
About us? About how we regard Christian doctrines? 

• What insights does Fowler’s work offer for how we encounter other religious traditions—or other 
persons with very different faith patterns within our own? 

• What makes for a healthy “eco-system” for this type of faith to flourish in, say, in a family or in a 
congregation? 

• Can you imagine how faith stages appear in hymns … or even in table prayers? They do! 

• Meaning-making activity isn’t always religious; where do you notice cultural, economic, or political 
forces harnessing our faith? 

• Social media wasn’t even a thing when Fowler did his work. What difference do you think our 
digital world makes for how we experience faith stages and how we make meaning? 


